Abstract. High-precision measurements of the cross section, the vector analyzing power iTtl and the three tensor-analyzing powers T2o, T21 , and T22 of the 3He(d, p)*He reaction have been performed in the energy range between 1.0 and 13.0 MeV in steps of 1 or 2 MeV. Angular distributions of the cross section have been obtained between 22.5 ~ and 157.5 ~ in the laboratory system. The polarization observables have been measured between 10 ~ and 170 ~
Introduction
The investigation of the nucleon-nucleon (N-N) interaction and its application to few-nucleon systems are fundamental tasks in nuclear physics. Theoretical models use as testing grounds preferably nuclear reactions involving few-nucleon systems. In general, differential cross-section data mainly reflect the features of the central force, while from polarization observables mostly the details of the spindependent interactions are extracted. At low energy polarization effects are very small in N-N scattering. However, in few-nucleon systems it is found that polarization observables can increase by one to two orders of magnitude. The complexity of the structure of few-nucleon systems with A > 3 is increased by the existence of resonances. The possibility of measuring polarization observables to a very high precision allows one to detect in an analysis of these data also tiny effects in the underlying interactions.
In the past, the five-nucleon systems 5He and SLi have been the subject of many experimental and theoretical studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Basically there exist only two configurations with a two-cluster structure, the 4 + 1 and the 3 + 2 configuration. Since the simplest 4-nucleon cluster, the e-particle, is very stable and also the 3-nucleon systems have a high binding energy the most probable three-cluster structure has a 3 + 1 + 1 configuration. The 4 + 1 configuration has been extensively investigated by elastic p-~ scattering [1] up to fairly high excitation energy and partly by n-e scattering [1] . The phase-shift analyses of these data have successfully clarified the corresponding p-co structure in this nucleus. Compared with these results the d-3He clustering is not so well known, since the 3 + 2 configuration was studied systematically by the d-3He elastic scattering only for incident deuteron energies smaller than about 14 MeV [11, 12] . The configurations of the five-nucleon system at higher excitation energy can be investigated effectively by the 3He(d, p)4He reaction. This reaction also has the advantage that the tensor interaction plays an important role due to the deuteron in the incident channel. Information about the processes and configurations involved can be gained not only by the differential cross section and the vector polarization but also by the tensor polarization observables.
The d-3He entrance channel leads to a highly excited SLi nucleus. This entrance configuration of the compound nucleus transforms into a 4He + p exitchannel configuration, which releases a high amount of energy. The Q-value of the 3He(d, p)4He reaction is + 18.35 MeV. The theoretical treatment of this reaction is facilitated, since neither the 3He nor the 2H cluster in the entrance channel have excited states and therefore no internal excitation of these single clusters in this configuration has to be taken into account. In the exit channel only highly excited states in 4He exist, which have a weak excitation probability. Therefore model calculations are relatively simple and can concentrate on the aspects of the more interesting N-N interactions in a few-nucleon system.
The 3He(d, p)4He reaction is also known as an analyzer reaction for deuteron polarimeters, since not only the vector-analyzing power but also all three tensoranalyzing powers have high values over a large energy range. They all are smooth and therefore allow for thick targets in a polarimeter, such that the deuteron polarization components can be determined accurately even in double-scattering experiments.
For these reasons we have measured the vector-and tensor-analyzing powers as well as the cross section of the 3He(d, p)4He reaction in the energy range between 1 and 13 MeV in small energy steps. Nearly complete angular distributions of these observables have been determined. The new data have a much higher precision than previous results [13] , due to better statistical accuracy as well as better absolute calibration.
Experimental Method

Measurement of the Differential Cross Section a(O)
The measurement of the cross section was performed with an unpolarized beam. The cross section tr(O) is given by the ratio of the number of emitted protons Np to the number of incident deuterons Nd, the target density nt, and a geometrical factor G/sin 0, or= Sp .sin O0 (1) Ndn t G The quantity G was calculated for our detector system via the formalism of Silverstein [14] . The number of protons Np was determined from the spectra of detectors symmetrically positioned on the left and the right. The number of incident deuterons Nd was measured in the Faraday cup, which was connected to a current integrator.
The target density n t was determined by the measurement of the pressure and temperature of the gas target.
Measurement of the Analyzing Powers
In the helicity frame of an atomic beam-type polarized ion source the polarization of the produced deuterons is described most conveniently by the vector polarization tlo and the tensor polarization t20-These source parameters refer to the direction of the magnetic field in the ionizer of the source, which is parallel to the momentum of the extracted beam. A nuclear reaction induced by an accelerated beam can be described in a target coordinate system as shown in Fig. 1 . Here the z-axis points along the incident-beam momentum ki,, y is along the normal to the scattering plane n = kin x kou t. The spin-alignment axis s makes an angle e with kin and the projection of s onto the xy-plane has an angle fl with respect to n.
In this target coordinate system (cf. Fig. 1 ) the spin-dependent cross section for a nuclear reaction with polarized deuterons is given by a(|174 + 1(3 cos2 ~ -1).~20. T20 + sin 2c~-sin fl-~2o-T21 -sin 2 c~-cos 2/~-~2o-T22 ,
where the analyzing powers Tkq are denoted after the Madison Convention [15] . Table 1 the three if-transition configurations are shown. Switching between configuration b and c changes the sign of the source parameters tl0 and t20 and switching between d and e changes the sign of the purely vector-polarized beam. The sign changes which occured about every second were controlled by the target current integrator collecting a preset amount of charge for every polarization state. In the computer the spectra for both polarization states were stored separately. The if-transitions were tuned carefully in order to obtain the same absolute value of the polarization for both signs. For each scattering angle | a pair of detectors was mounted in the horizontal plane, one on the left-hand side with a spin-rotation angle fl and the other on the right-hand side at the same angle | and the spin-rotation angle 3 + re. ?
From these ratios one can determine the sum
A which depends only on the even analyzing powers T2o and T22. For a = 0 ~ the term with T22 vanishes and for ~ = 90 ~ and fl = 0 ~ or 90 ~ this term will reach its maximum. 
depends only on the odd analyzing powers T21 and iT11. For 17 = 90 ~ the term with iT11 will vanish and the term with T21 will reach the maximum for c~ = 45 ~ On the other hand the term with iT 11 will have the maximum value for/7 = 0 ~ and c~ = 90 ~ From these considerations it is concluded that the optimal choice of c~ and fl for determining all four analyzing powers with the aid of Eqs. (4) and (5) is
(with purely vector-polarized beam).
If the spin-direction angles c~ and/7 deviate from the correct values by As and Aft, the following errors for the Tkq are obtained,
2
AT o= A "r2o+ cos2/7"Jcd'r22,
All terms in A~ are quadratic and therefore in the worst case, i.e., for all Tkq maximal, an error of about 0.0025 is obtained for a value of A~ = 2 ~ This means that a determination of c~ _+ 2 ~ is sufficient for an accuracy in Tkq of magnitude 0.0025. The same is true with respect to the angle/7, except for T21" In this case there exists a term with Aft.iT11, which is only linear in Aft, and therefore requires Aft < 1 ~ for an error smaller than 0.0025 in T21.
In conclusion the advantages of this method are the following:
(a) Since only two detectors in one plane are used, it is easier to measure at extreme forward and backward angles or to measure more scattering angles | simultaneously than with a device with four detectors in two planes. (b) The measurement is independent of the ratio of the solid angles of both detectors.
(c) For an accuracy of T~q of the order of 0.0025, a determiaation of the spindirection angles e and /~ to only +_ 2 ~ is sufficient. However, the same accuracy for T 21 requires an accuracy of/? better than _+ 1 o. (d) The statistical accuracy of the measured Tkq is better for a measurement changing the sign of the beam polarization than for a measurement comparing only the polarized and unpolarized beams.
Experimental Arrangement
Polarized Beam
The measurements of the cross section and the analyzing powers were carried out with the polarized deuteron beam from the ETH EN tandem accelerator. The polarized ion source [16] was based on the atomic beam method with if-transitions in the neutral beam followed by an ionizer and a charge exchanger. A beam-rotation device (Wien filter) oriented the spin in the direction that was optimal for the determination of the analyzing power under consideration (cf. Sect. 2). After acceleration by the tandem accelerator the beam was analyzed in a 90 ~ magnet, then deflected by a 15 ~ switching magnet, finally sent through two tantalum collimators 5 and 3 mm in diameter spaced 30 cm apart. The first collimator consisted of four sectors, where the beam intensity hitting the sectors could be measured. The final collimator was cut in half (left and right) and the two segments were isolated from ground and from each other. This arrangement enabled the control of the focussing of the beam entering the 3He gas target.
Scattering Chamber
The measurement of the observables was performed in a scattering chamber 75 cm in diameter. The polarized beam entered through the collimator system into the 3He gas target and was collected in a Faraday cup equipped with an electrostatic suppressor electrode. The emitted protons were collimated by a rectangular-slit system with antiscattering baffles placed between the defining apertures. The first slits were 2 mm wide, at a distance of 48 mm from the target center, the second slits were located on a radius of 244 mm. Their widths were 4 mm, the heights were nominally 38 ram, which could be reduced for forward angles. 
Gas Target
The gas target was a cylinder 16 mm in diameter having a beam-entrance window 5 mm in diameter and an exit aperture 6 mm high ranging from -135 ~ to + 135 ~ Rotation of the target by 180 ~ opened the corresponding backward angular range, The entrance and exit windows were made of 2.5 #m thick Havar foils glued in place by means of an epoxy resin. The target contained 1.5 bar 3He gas with a purity of 99.9~o.
Detector System
The emitted protons from the reaction were measured by silicon-surface barrier detectors with a sensitive area of 10 x 40 mm. These detectors were 1 mm thick stopping protons of up to 12 MeV completely. Aluminium absorbers were used in order to reduce the energy of the protons from the reaction and to stop other reaction products completely, e.g., the elastically scattered deuterons.
Beam Polarimeter
The tensor polarization of the deuteron beam was monitored continuously in a polarimeter. This device is based on the 3He(d, p)4He reaction too. A 3He gas cell was mounted at the end of the Faraday cup. The emitted protons were measured at an angle of 0 ~ with a circular detector subtending an effective angle A| ~< 1 ~ While the deuterons from the primary beam were stopped in the back wall of the gas cell the protons passed through and were detected in a CsI scintillator. For a scattering angle of 0 ~ the polarimeter was only sensitive to the t20 component of the beam. The counting rate N in the detector is given by
where No is the counting rate for an unpolarized beam. By switching the beam polarization between + and -values the corresponding counting rates N + and N-of the protons in the polarimeter detector allowed the determination of the value of the beam polarization, tzo = (3 cos 2 e -1)T2o(0 ) "N + + N-
The analyzing power T2o(0 ~ is smooth over a large energy range and has been determined in refs. [17, 18] . A typical tensor polarization of t2o = 0.59 corresponding to 83~ of the theoretical maximum was observed.
The polarization of the vector-polarized beam was determined from the calibration iT 11 of the 3He(d, p)4He reaction at 10 MeV [19] . A typical value of the vector polarization is it 11 = 0.42, i.e. 82~ of the theoretical maximum.
Electronics
The signals of the eight silicon detectors were amplified by preamplifiers and spectroscopy amplifiers and passed through an analog multiplexer, ADC, and Camac-buffer into a PDP15 computer. After a preselected charge measured in the current integrator the sign of the beam polarization was changed. This guaranteed that the number of incident deuterons was the same for both polarization states.
For the correction of the deadtime the measurement and the current integrator were stopped during the processing of the signals in the ADC and the computer. The dead time in the ADC was kept below 5%.
The spectra of the single detectors were analyzed on-line. Typically a background of about 1 ~o was observed below the proton peaks, which was approximated by a linear function and subtracted from the total number of counts in the peaks.
Results
Cross Section
New measurements of the differential cross section were performed at Ea = 1, 2, 12, and 13 MeV. These angular distributions were measured between 01,b ----22. 5 Table 2 . The total cross section O'tot/47~ , which is equal to the Legendre-polynomial coefficient a0o(0), is shown in Table 3 . The normalized higher Legendre-polynomial coefficients Table 4 .
Systematic Errors
The systematic errors are listed in Table 5 . The error in the geometry factor G includes all uncertainties in the dimensions of the slit systems and the diaphragms in front of the detectors. Changes in the beam position result in a change of the solid angle of the slit system. In first approximation this effect cancels out, since both left and right detectors are used for the determination of N~,.
The remaining uncertainty in the cross section is
where R is the distance between target and detector. For an estimate of this value in Table 5 an unrealistically large AR = 0.5 mm was assumed. As can be seen in Table 5 the resulting uncertainty is still very small. The density of the target was determined by the pressure and temperature of the target. For the uncertainty of the density the corresponding errors in these quantities were taken into account. The purity of the 3He target gas was better than 99.9 mol%. The target volume was flushed several times before the final filling. From the analysis of the spectra the background was found to be typically 1%. The total uncertainty in the analysis is given in Table 5 .
Absolute Calibration
In general the uncertainty in the absolute calibration of the differential cross section is included in the systematic error of Table 5 . However, because of difficulties in the 
Analyzing Powers
Angular distributions were measured for the vector-analyzing power iT11 and the Ed (MeV) d11 (6) d1~ (7 ) d11 ( (8) scattering plane, which changes fl in the target coordinate system. In a scattering plane rotated by an angle ~b around the beam axis z the effective value of the components of the beam polarization changes by the factor cos(q "fl),
Re(tkq(fl)) = cos(q'fl)" Re(tkq(0~ (11) where q refers to the corresponding index in tkq. The maximum value of A~b is given by the height h of the diaphragm, the distance R between target and detector, and the scattering angle 0lab, h A~b = arctan 2" R-sin 01a b "
The effective polarization (tkq) is obtained by the average over ~b in the limit of _+ A~b,
with C as a correction factor (cf. Table 8 ). No correction is required for t2o, since this component is independent of the azimuthal angle. Another correction has been made for extreme scattering angles 0 due to the finite height of the detectors. At forward angles this height was smaller than at larger angles. This leads to corrections smaller than the uncertainty of the angular setting of 0.1 ~ The corrections for the present geometry and the different observables are (0 ) d2o (1 ) d2o (2 ) d20 ( (5) d2o (6) d2o (7) dzo (8) dzo ( 
Spin Direction of the Beam
Systematic errors arise from the uncertainty of the spin direction after the rotation in the Wien filter. The investigation of the accuracy of the angular setting of e and fl indicates that in the present measurement the maximum uncertainty is Ae = A/~ ~_ + 1 ~ which, according to Eqs. (7), gives an uncertainty in the Tkq of AT 11 = 0.0006, (6) d21 (7) d2~ (8) dzt (9) dz~ ( 
Switching of the Sign of the Polarization
For the determination of the observables from the detector counting rates it is assumed that the absolute values of the beam polarization are strictly equal, when the sign of the polarization is changed. Tests carried out with the beam polarization in the different modes of Table 1 show that in the worst case a difference 0.010 +_ 0.005 occurs. Therefore the polarization values deviate from their mean value by less than 0.005.
Calibration of the Beam Polarization
Continuous monitoring of the beam polarization establishes the stability of the value of the beam polarization. Since the final polarization value is averaged over E a (MeV) d22 (7) d22 (8) d22 (9) d22 (10) d22 ( many different runs with consistent polarization values, the statistical error of the primary beam polarization is very small. Hence the absolute calibration error is determined by the calibration of the tensor analyzing power T20(E, 0 ~ of the beam polarimeter. The calibration error from ref. [2] is given as 1%. The accuracy of the polarization of the vector-polarized beam is about 2% [19] . These calibration uncertainties have to be taken into account in using the present results for deuteron polarimeters and for the comparison with model calculations.
Discussion and Conclusions
In the energy range between 1.0 and 13.0 MeV angular distributions of the differential cross section, the vector-analyzing power iT~, and the three tensor-analyzing The results show that the 3He(d, p)4He reaction is an excellent analyzer for polarized deuterons in the energy range investigated. An exception is the vectoranalyzing power iTs1 below 6 MeV. Especially the tensor-analyzing power T2o at small angles shows outstanding features for a polarimeter, since in this angular range also the largest cross sections occur. This is also the case for T21 around 30 ~ in the energy region between 4 and 13 MeV, however, at higher energies substantial values of T2~ occur only near a minimum of the cross section. This component has large values also near 150 ~ for energies between 1 and 10 MeV. The oscillatory behaviour at higher energies will prevent the use of large angular detector openings in a polarimeter design. Over the whole energy range the T22 component shows regions with large analyzing-power values. Here the interesting regions are mostly in the backward direction.
In conclusion the present results suggest the application of this reaction for a deuteron polarimeter in the energy range of the present investigation. Since the energy behaviour is smooth, thick 3He-targets and for most analyzing-power components also large detector solid angles are possible. These features result in a large polarimeter efficiency, which allows also the measurement of the deuteron polarization from double-scattering experiments.
